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Abstract

Abstract
This report provides full details of the 2014 South Wales Caving Club expedition to
Tresviso.
The 2014 Tresviso expedition was undertaken with collaboration between a number
of UK based caving clubs and the Spanish AD KAMI club.
As per previous years the majority of work was concentrated on the resurgence cave
of Cueva del Nacimiento, a 12 km cave system with a height gain of over 400m. The
catchment of this cave totals 37 km2 and, if linked with known entrances high in the
Eastern Massif, would have a potential 1500m+ deep underground traverse.
The main effort was to continue work in the back end of the cave, around the areas
known as the “Teeth of Satan” and “Death Race 2000”. A series of steep ramps lead
to the highest known points in the cave and a number of leads were investigated.
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Introduction
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of
three main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern
Massif that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society (LUSS) in
the early 1970s.
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento (Cueva
del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this was
pushed to around the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found.

Picture: The Teeth of Satan, Cueva del Nacimiento (Joe Daniels)
LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and
sought caves that would drop into the Nacimiento system and create a recordbreaking 1500m traverse, from the top of the mountain to out via the resurgence.
They found a number of deep caves around this ‘top camp’ area. Sara, Tere,
Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable depths but the connection
remained elusive.

1

Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del
Agua. All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua.
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In 1986 / 87 SWCC and LUSS briefly turned their attention back to Nacimiento and
investigated a number of sumps and pushed a bold steeply ascending ramp, gaining
over 200m of height at the back end of the Nacimiento system with a number of
leads left unexplored.
In 2011, following a number of successful lightweight trips around the Andara region,
SWCC returned to Nacimiento to re-investigate the possibilities of mounting remote
trips to the furthest regions of the cave, in particular to re-climb the steep ramps
discovered in the 80’s. The ramps proved to be quite demanding undertakings but
the limit of previous exploration was reached and the cave set up ready for a
combined diving and climbing objective in 2012.
In 2012 a large SWCC expedition mounted a successful dive of the far upstream
sump in Nacimiento, not dived since 1986, extending the sump by another 80m and
down to a depth of -46m, a serious technical achievement at such a remote site.
Additionally, the Death Race 2000 chamber was explored discovering a way down
through the previous limit of exploration to find over 700m of new passage.
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Expedition Aims
The main objectives of the 2014 expedition were:
1. Climb the Wet Aven on the Teeth of Satan ramps in Cueva del Nacimiento.
First spotted on the 1986 SWCC expedition, this is an obvious aven that is
possibly the last pitch in a vertical system coming into the cave from the
Sierra del a Corta region.
2. Continue with the Pitch Series in the Death Race 2000 area of Cueva del
Nacimiento. The 2012 team turned back at the top of a 20m undescended
pitch and although very close to the level of the upstream sump, a stream in
this area flows in the opposite direction to the rest of the cave.
3. Continue with work in Torca Septrin in the Pico Boro area. The current limit
is a draughting rift at -140m depth. The depth potential in this area is over
800m with the prospect of being a feeder into the Nacimiento system.

Picture: The “22m Pitch”, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Jason Gotel)
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Cueva del Nacimiento
A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive
descriptions and surveys can be found in previous reports2and the expedition
website3.

The Wet Aven, Teeth of Satan
The Wet Aven is located near the start of a series of steep climbs located at the
furthest reaches of Cueva del Nacimiento. Starting as a near vertical climb out of the
Hall of the Green Domino a ramp of nearly 100m which is split into two obvious
sections, leads to the Teeth of Satan. Just before the passage levels out at the actual
Teeth of Satan formation, a short climb of approximately 5m marks the area of the
Wet Aven.

Survey: Location of the “Wet Aven”, Cueva del Nacimiento.
A small stream enters via the aven and an obvious ledge can be seen approximately
27m up the aven. The aven was attempted over two days.
On the first day a bolt climb progressed half way up the aven, following a dry route
to the right of the aven.

2

"Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain".LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987)
3
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Tresviso/agua.html
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Picture: The “Wet Aven”, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Joe Daniels)
Unfortunately, on the second day an obvious increase in the level of the stream
meant that the climb could not be completed. The aven remains unfinished and is
still an exciting prospect for a future trip.
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Hellsmouth - revisited, Teeth of Satan
The area known as Hellsmouth was first identified during the 1986 and 1987 SWCC
expeditions. Unfortunately, lost or incomplete survey notes meant the exact
location and extent of exploration was unknown. The 1986 reports refer to a steep
unclimbed ramp, the 1987 notes suggest it may have been climbed but also show a
question mark in the same place. A ramp spotted in 2012 was thought to possibly be
the correct area and while climbing the Wet Aven a team investigated the area, both
for completeness and to look for new leads.
From the top of Satan’s Ramp, having passed the Wet Aven, continue along the
obvious passage. Shortly before some spectacular formations (Teeth of Satan) a
left/right fork in the passage is a short 4m climb on the right hand wall. This climb
gives access to a ramp with unusual fluting in the floor, gradually ascending along the
right hand wall of the passage.

Picture: Looking up to Hellsmouth, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Tom Lia)
Near the top of the ramp (~12m off the floor of the passage) a rope traverse begins
to protect a bold step on thick mud around a corner. From here the ramp takes on
impressive dimensions turning 90o left and ascending at a much steeper angle. A
pitch up the left of the ramp reaches The Flight Deck with a long, rectangular and
very unusual stalagmite, from here the passage forks left (flow stone) and right
(large phreatic), both still ascending. The rigged rope continues left to a poor natural
anchor.
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From here the flow stone climb can be continued (~C2-3m) into Pyro’s Pencil. This
area showed evidence of previous exploration, but it was not explored conclusively
in 2014.
However, the rope now crosses the flowstone to the far side of the passage to gain
access to the knife edged bridge leading to a smaller phreatic inlet (4m x 2.5m) Suck
My Bolts. A steep flow stone climb leads to a disappointing calcite choke. The rock
here is poor, and longer bolts may be desired in future.
Just as the passage closes down, a steep and narrow calcite ramp down is found low
on the right wall, rigged as a pitch around some stalagmites it soon opens out,
passing some very unusual formations. The pitch down is ~6-8m and reaches a small
chamber with many ways on.
1. The way on at the level of the chamber leads to a phreatic warren, many
passages on at least 3 levels, again very unique formations abound here, as
does an intermittent draft (although difficult to follow). This area was not
fully explored, and although there was no evidence of previous exploration
there was no obvious way on. Around 80-100m+ of unsurveyed passage is in
this area.
2. A ramp down leads to the obvious phreatic passage seen earlier from The
Flight Deck. This is an interesting series of large phreatic passages only
partially explored but appears fairly extensive, with some evidence of prior
exploration. The passages here are large, 4-6m in diameter, but are trending
away from The Teeth of Satan. No end was reached. At the very least they are
worthy of a proper explore and survey. Easier access could be made by
dropping from here to The Flight Deck. Around 200m+ passage of
unsurveyed passage.
3. An obscure climb up (~C4) was attempted but not completed due to poor
rock. This may lead back to the level/passage obtained by Suck My Bolts,
beyond the calcite choke and is worthy of exploration.
Overall the steep ramp gained by the original rope traverse is a major inlet which
feeds into Satan’s Ramp and, unlike the Wet Aven, is a continuation of Agua, not an
immature system breaking into the main cave. Whilst a lot of the passages here does
close down, if an upwards continuation can be found it could lead to a significant
extension.
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Elsewhere in Nacimiento
During the 2014 expedition a number of other leads in and around the entrance
series of Nacimiento were explored. Short descriptions and / or surveys of these
extensions follow:
Tom’s Diner:
Tom’s Diner is a chamber located at the end of the Outer Mongolia section of
Nacimiento. To reach the chamber enter Outer Mongolia from Clapham Junction
and continue along the main route ignoring any side passages. After passing over a
small pool, some large pot holes, a short climb (which can be by-passed by a crawl
10m back from the climb) the roof begins to drop down towards a crawl.

Picture: End of Outer Mongolia, Cueva del Nacimiento (Duncan Hornby)
This was the previously explored limit of Outer Mongolia. In 2014 a small window
into the chamber beyond was opened up, leading directly into the new chamber,
Tom’s Diner. The chamber is approximately 15m x 20m with a large calcite ramp at
the far end.
The calcite ramp is an easy climb for about 20m to some old gour pools with a
potential way on, however no obvious draft was noted. About half way up the
calcite ramp, to the left, is a crawling passage, phreatic in nature with small holes in
the roof.
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Survey: Tom’s Diner, Cueva del Nacimiento
Tea Chamber:
Approximately ¾ of the way up Boulder Hall an obvious passage on the right can be
seen behind some large stalagmites. Just beyond the passage is a steep descending
ramp, rigged initially with a traverse. The ramp descends for 40m before entering a
large chamber, with a flat sandy bottom, Tea Chamber.
Part way down the ramp, on the left is phreatic passageway leading to a large
solution chamber. Approximately 5m from the bottom of the ramp, on the right, is
an area of much breakdown with a very steep continuation.
The chamber itself has been visited before, with some discarded carbide in evidence,
however, it was clear whoever had entered the chamber had not done so via the
ramp so some other way into the area must be possible
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Picture: Tea Chamber, Cueva del Nacimiento (James Collings)

Survey: Tea Chamber, Cueva del Nacimiento
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The Howling Hole:
The Howling Hole is located just past the Hole in the Wall, up an awkward climb, and
was previously described in the 1978 LUSS reports as a 10cm by 10cm hole4.
A SWCC trip, in 20115, visited the area but it was no longer possible to locate the
hole. However, a small sump to the left hand side of the passage emits a large draft,
possibly due to lower water levels than the original 70’s exploration.
On the 2014 expedition the lead was revisited. The dig face itself can only be
approached via a tight and awkward crawl. The sump itself is tight but it is
horizontal and very shallow. Digging in this area would be a long term project.

4
5

"Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978)
“Tresviso 2011”, SWCC (2011)
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T190 - Torca Septrin
WGS84 UTM - x: 0360096 y: 4786447 z: 1696m
History
The cave was originally discovered by LUSS in 1981 when it was explored to -112m,
where exploration was halted at a tight rift above a small stream6.
In 2010 SWCC revisited the cave and enlarged the rift to extend the cave down a
number of climbs to a depth of -140m7.
Location
From Caseton Andara. Follow a sheep track North West from the boggy area in the
bottom of the depression below Pico Boro. After walking 300m and climbing 100m a
rock crater is seen, the entrance is directly above this.
From the car park. Follow the track to Caseton Andara for 30-40minutes. After
several turns in the path, and when approximately level with the opposite mountain,
is a small grassy hollow on the right side of the path. This contains a cairn and a small
sheep track. Follow the well cairned (2014) route for ~5-10 minutes to the entrance.
The entrance is a large surface feature 4m by 4m with a small cliff at one side,
underneath a much larger rock bowl with a red wall which can be seen from the walk
in.
Description
Depending on the level of the snow plug, a hand line or a 10m abseil is required to
descend the snow slope at the entrance. At the bottom, to the right is a small blind
chamber, to the left duck under a small 'doorway' into a chamber. Traverse over a
small blind pit to the head of the first pitch, which is 12m and leads to the head of
the next small pitch. At the bottom of the pitch the pot closed down to the right.
On the left a short vertical squeeze of 1m is encountered. The pitch head has been
widened but still remains quite restrictive, especially on the ascent. The pitch soon
opens out onto a further short pitch which twists down to a pitch of 34m. A re-belay
and deviation was added in 2014, although the rope still hangs close to some very
loose flakes. Extreme caution is necessary.
Here the pot widens out; landing on a loose boulder floor which must be negotiated
carefully. In 2014, a short traverse across a ledge 4m above the boulders avoids the
floor and is advised for future use. This quickly leads to a parallel shaft, and the next
pitch of 25m. The hang originally was from the corner of the shaft. In 2010 a more
direct route was taken straight down the shaft, but this necessitates the need for a
re-belay close to more large loose flakes. Extreme caution is advised.

6

“Cave Explorations around Tresviso, Picos de Europa, Northern Spain 1975-1983”, Mark Sefton, Cave
Science No 11 Vol.4 (1984)
7
“Andara 2010”, SWCC (2010)
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After the rebelay the rope is soon hanging free in the centre of a very large shaft,
with water trickling down from an unseen inlet.

Picture: Final pitch, Torca Septrin (Dave Checkley)
The bottom of the pitch lands in a large wet chamber. The way on is the large rift
where the water leaves the chamber. Climbing to the top of this rift leads to a small
crawl which soon finishes. The way on is either by a squeeze at the middle of the rift
and 2m climb down, or by pushing through the bottom of the rift. A short wet crawl
gives to a tight squeeze which pops out over a 4m down climb.
Another steeper 4m pot gives two options, either a traverse to the left giving the
2014 lead, or descending to the bottom of the pot.
The steeper pot leads to the 2010 lead and can be dropped with the aid of a natural
on the floor. At the bottom a squeeze through to an awkward pitch head is the way
on. This gives a 6m pitch with a ledge opening up into a right to left steep dropping
passage. Left can be rigged or free climbed down. This leads to another 2m climb
down where the way on is a tight rift at water level, this draughts considerably but
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requires widening. The passage can be seen to enlarge above the constriction,
however it could not be reached.
Back in the descending passage, the rightwards way up requires 2 awkward 3m
climbs in small waterfalls on poor rock/mud. This ends in a squeeze which pops out
in a large and impressive rift passage (3m x 6m) underneath a 23m aven (the Aven
Series). This passage continues for ~30m, via 2 short up and down climbs to a small
hole in the floor into water and a second aven above (27m). There are no obvious
openings at top of either aven. A narrow, high passage 4m of the floor at the start of
the series was quickly found to choke.
Back at the 4m pot, a traverse left (rope in situ), leads to a sharp headfirst squeeze
directly into a short 1m drop. An opening on the right leads into a decorated 2m x
3m chamber, a squeeze in the corner of which enters the aven series, bypassing the
waterfall climbs.
Continuing through the sharp crawl (following a very size-able draft!) a hole in the
floor was dug open to give a booming pitch! After some digging a 25-30m pitch,
Pussy Attack, with a small inlet (probably the water seen sinking at the end of the
aven series) was descended. A ledge at the bottom gives way to a 5m continuation
of Pussy Attack and another short, sharp tight crawl, Pasta for three. An incredible
echo could be heard at the end of this crawl and so some considerable time was
given to enlarging it with a lump hammer and crowbar before uncovering a new
pitch.
A perfectly circular 10-15m pitch drops to a flat floor, but the only way on being a
narrow tortuous phreatic tube The Pancreas. There is a noticeable draft here,
though only a fraction of that felt at the top of Pussy Attack. The Pancreas is not too
tight, and dips steeply but begins with two 90 degree turns that prevented the
progress. A short caver could make progress through this.
Back in Pussy Attack a not so obvious meander 1/3rd of the way up enters a sizeable
chamber, No Room at the Inn, 3m x 6m. At the far end of this a narrow steeply
descending continuation in flaky rock gives way to a 12m pitch. A continuation of
this rift can be accessed by climbing over a perched boulder. At the bottom of the
pitch the meander trends upwards and continues for 10m before an upwards slot is
reached, which was not attempted.
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Survey: T190 Torca Septrin, Pico Boro
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Other Caves
T554
WGS84 UTM – x: 0362591y: 4788765 z: 1295m
Location
From the end of the Sierra del a Corta, going from the car park at Jitu de Escarandi to
Beges take the obvious turn right up through the Sierra del a Corta. The track
continues for approx. 100m past various shake holes. Continue following the track
until an obvious switchback is encountered. Heading to the East, up and through
trees, leads to an obvious area out of the trees with views over to Tresviso.
Entrance
T554 is in the same depression as T553, located on the west side of the depression
about half way up the west wall.

Picture: T554 shakehole, Sierra del a Corta (Alberto Ortega)
Description
An impressive 100m shaft, 2m x 2m at the surface increasing to 4m x 2m at the base,
it’s approximately 100m deep with surface debris and rocks on ledges and in the
base of the shaft. From the bottom of the shaft a rift passage about 1.5m wide over
a choked boulder leads to a ~20m decent after 2m.
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Survey: T554 (sketch), Sierra del a Corta
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Summary
The 2014 expedition has continued to build on the successes of previous trips
advancing exploration in line with the expedition objectives and discovering a
number of new leads.
The Wet Aven on the Teeth of Satan ramps in Cueva del Nacimiento was finally
attempted and although not yet reaching the top of the aven, due to mother nature
at work, the lead still holds a lot of promise for discovering a new way into the cave
from the Sierra del a Corta.
The Hellsmouth area, also in the Teeth of Satan area has also revealed a number of
leads to be revisited.
Torca Septrin, on the Pico del Boro was also revisited and extended by another
200m and -25m depth. This cave could still pay dividends with some prolonged
exploration on future trips.
T554 on the Sierra del a Corta was discovered and being one of the deepest caves in
that area of the mountain, at -120m, is worthy of another visit.
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Appendix A: Expedition Members
In total 15 people from 6 clubs were involved in the 2014 expedition:
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC)
Duncan Hornby
Phil Walker
Cardiff University Caving Club (CUCC)
Chris Jones
Dave Powlesland
Michael Young
Ben Slack
Jason Gotel
Tom Lia
Jamie Windsor
South Bristol Speleological Society (SBSS)
Bob Clay
Arwel Roberts
Wessex Caving Club
James Collings
Unattached
Joseph Daniels
AD KAMI
Fernando Moreno
Grupo de Espeleologia Geologicas (GEG)
Alberto Ortega
Thanks also due to Carolyn Ginnevar, Derek Cousins and the people of Tresviso.

Appendix B: Permission & Permits
The 2014 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid,
using their exploration permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the
National Park and the Cantabrian Government.
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INCOME
Balance C/F
Deposit
SWCC Bursary
Member Contribution
TOTALS

TOTAL
COST
1255.77
700.00
280.00
6043.46
8279.23

PER
PERSON
89.70
50.00
20.00
408.18
567.87

EXPENDITURE

TOTAL
COST

PER
PERSON

Transport
Ferries
Fuel
Breakdown cover

2800.00
525.00
525.00

200.00
37.50
14.00

4 people per car x £800 per car
4 people per car x £150 per car
based on 3 cars

Youth Hostel

970.33

69.31

6 EUROS per night

YH Membership

42.00

3.00

£3 membership

980.00

70.00

£5 per day fee

Rope (discounted)

277.50

19.82

200m 9.5mm Beal Aqualine (inc discount)

30x 7mm Maillons

150.00

10.71

30x Petzl Bend

62.40

4.46

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

Accommodation

Catering
Day Fee
Group Equipment

155.00

11.07

2xAV@£38ea.,
2xWarmbac@£42ea,1xMTDE@£15. Starless
River discount

Insurance
Post Trip Report
T-Shirt

1400.00
200.00
192.00

100.00
14.29
13.71

approx. £100 per person (dependent on
insurer)
printing & binding
includes extras for locals / Spanish contacts

TOTALS

8279.23

567.87

Tackle Bags
Misc
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Appendix D: Cave Locations
The original locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s expeditions are largely inaccurate
when plotted into modern GPS devices.
The following are either new sites or older entrances re-logged.
This information is being collated and published on the expedition website.
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/
Cave

Area

Zone

T190 Torca Septrin

Pico Boro

30 T

T554

Altitude
1696m

1295m
Sierra del a Corta 30 T
Table: 2014 grid locations, WGS-84 datum.

Easting
0360096

Northing

0362591

4788765

4786447

Additionally, the large collection of old and new survey data is being collated,
updated and modernised and stored with the UK national cave registry archive
(http://cave-registry.org.uk/).
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Appendix E: Sponsors
The 2014 expedition was sponsored by the following:
South Wales Caving Club: financial bursary for purchase of rope.
Starless River: discounted gear order
Hitachi Power Tools: Hitachi DH18DSLSDS cordless power drill and 6 batteries.

Picture: Hitachi drill in use on entrance to Torca Septrin (Michael Young)
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Appendix G: Teeth of Satan and Death Race 2011, Cueva del Nacimiento Surve
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